Z. Naturforsch. 48 a, 841-843 (1993); received July 2, 1993 Analogues and extensions of the classical result on monotonicity of L p norms and log convexity of p lh power of L p norms are established.
In the discussion of criteria for magnetohydrodynamic stability one encounters inequalities of the type
*(!/}$ B~3dl>
B~2dl} 2 , (la)
where / is the arc length, B(l) the (non-vanishing) magnetic field, and | ... dl the integral over a closed line of force. While (1 a) is of the Schwarz type, (1 b) is not. Inequalities (1) can be reduced to monotonicity of the functional ] f'(x)dp\ ] f~*(x)dp, 0 </< oo in the real parameter a with a positive weight function p{x). The aim here is to establish certain integral inequalities which are in the spirit of the following classical result on L p norms (see, for instance,
Given a measure space (Q, srf, p), where p. is a probability measure, and given / a non-negative realvalued function on Q, the functional I(p) = j f p dp, defined for p e R, is log convex in p.
Q
The log convexity result in Theorem 4 (see below) is a direct extension of [1] to the case where, instead of one, several independent functions are considered.
Here is a brief description of the other results of the present paper: For oc = (<x 1 ,..., a m ) a multi-index, let I A (cc) be defined by /> lf ...,aj = |j n frdp n fr« dp}. &
A '=1
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Theorems 1 and 2 show that if p is a positive measure (not necessarily of total mass one), then I A {a) is a monotonic function of |a f | for each i = l, ...,m provided that / satisfies Condition (<5) below, which also turns out (see Theorem 2) to be necessary in order for the monotonicity to hold for all A. In Theorem 3 we show that I A is convex and that, if a slightly more restrictive (though simpler) condition than (5) First Proof: It suffices to consider the case a > 0 since I A ( -A) = I a (OL). Let us begin by observing that in order for J / a dp and j f~a dp both to be finite, we A A must have p(A) < oo. To see this, note that p(A) = p{x: f(x) > 1} + n |x: y^y > 1 <| f*dp + \ f-°dp.
A A By rescaling we may assume, without loss of generality, that p(A)= 1. If a < ß, we have, by applying Jensen's inequality £/(J h dp) < j" g{h) dp with the con-0932-0784 / 93 / 0700-853 $ 01.30/0. -Please order a reprint rather than making your own copy. separately, V (x, y) e Q x. Q a.e. dp(x) <g> dp(p). f/•(*) dp (x)^\j-*(y)dp(y)^ dp(x) dp(y) = | (a a + a a ) log a t log dp .
This second proof has the advantage of providing g ut the following m-variable extension.
Condition y => (log a,) (log a } ) > 0
We next establish the convexity. If we let 
Proof of Theorem 2:
The sufficiency is immediate for we can write I A ( oc 1 ,...,cc m ) = jj F xy (cc l ,..., a m ) dp(x)dp(y).
si * si
To see the necessity, let us assume that 3 a! < ä 1? ..., a m < ä m so that
for (x, y) in a set B e Q x Q of positive dp(x) x d^(y) measure. Since F x y -F y x we see that Another generalization of Hardy, Littlewood, and Polya's result is given by the following theorem. Consider K (a x ,..., a m ) = log J {a ..., a m ). We have
• [ f ö (y) log fj (y) dp (y) J J j If fc d^ J ~ 2 •
Interchanging the role of x and y and adding, we find that the numerator on the right-hand side may be expressed as
\ Jj flog/,(x)-log/,(y)]
• [log fj(x) -log fj(y)] dv(x) dv(y),
where we have set dv = b dp (recall b > 0). 
